
Issue Overview: How the U.S. Elects its Presidents 

Should the U.S. Use the “Winner Takes All” Electoral College System to Elect its Presidents? 

 

To be able to become president of the United States, you need just 

three things: You must be at least 35 years old, have lived in the U.S. 

for at least 14 years and to be born a U.S. citizen. However, not much 

else about becoming president is simple. Americans have the world's 

longest, most expensive and possibly most complicated system of 

choosing a leader. And, at the end of it all, the person who gets the 

most votes can still lose. It’s a system that baffles non-Americans — 

and many Americans, too. 

The Situation 

Every four years, Americans select a president on a Tuesday in 

November. The two major candidates, one Republican and one 

Democrat, will have survived a long series of state-level contests. Each state holds either a 

primary (votes by ballot) or a caucus (votes by a show of hands or by clustering all the 

candidate’s supporters in one place in the room). These initial elections are held from February 

through June.  

Then, each state selects delegates to send to the Democratic and Republican conventions. There, 

delegates translate the popular votes into support for their party’s November 

candidate. Democrats also have so-called “super delegates” who are allowed to back any 

candidate, regardless of how their states voted. 

In recent years, conventions have become made-for-TV spectacles. They serve as chances to 

cheer on the nominee and his or her would-be vice president. But if no candidate wins a 

majority of the delegates beforehand, something called a contested convention occurs. At a 

contested convention, rounds of votes are taken until a majority agrees on a nominee. While 

most delegates vote the way their state did in the first round of votes, on later rounds they can 

vote any way they’d like.  

 

 



The Background 

The U.S. has had an elected president since the Constitution went into effect in 1789. Since 

Abraham Lincoln won the job in 1860, every president has been either a Republican or 

Democrat. Third-party candidates have a hard time getting on state ballots for the November 

general election. They have never done better than former Republican President Theodore 

Roosevelt, who ran on the Bull Moose Party ticket in 1912.  

The quirkiest part of the contest is the Electoral College. It was created by the nation’s founders 

as a compromise between those who favored a direct popular vote by the people and those 

who wanted lawmakers to pick the president. Every state gets as many Electoral College votes as 

it has members of Congress, which amplifies the importance of small states. In the early 19th 

century, some states adopted a winner-take-all approach. This system awards all Electoral 

College votes to whichever candidate wins the most votes in that state on Election Day. Maine 

and Nebraska are the only unique cases. They award one electoral vote to the winner of each 

congressional district and two electoral votes to the statewide winner. 

The Argument 

The winner-take-all system has caused the Electoral College to choose presidents who did not 

win the overall vote. This happened last in 2000, when Republican George W. Bush beat 

Democrat Al Gore. After such an election, there is a renewed push to make the total tally of 

ballots decide who wins. But small states would lose power in that system, and are unwilling to 

switch. 

Some states' electoral votes can be taken for granted. For example, California usually votes 

Democratic and Texas tends to vote Republican. The Electoral College forces candidates to 

mostly campaign in a few “swing states,” where there is likely to be a close race. 

Critics of the system argue that just a handful of states actually decide the election. Defenders 

say that small states and rural areas would otherwise be overlooked. Most agree that money 

plays too big a role in campaigns. Each party’s 2016 nominee could spend $1 billion by Election 

Day, most of it on advertising. The real winners in this long process also include local television 

stations that make money from campaign ads and citizens who love to watch the political drama 

unfold. 
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Issue Overview: How the U.S. Elects its Presidents 

Should the U.S. Use the “Winner Takes All” Electoral College System to Elect its Presidents? 

Describe the two possible ways that Candidates can win a Presidential election:__________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Using statements from the article, support each side’s argument 

Yes No 

  

After analyzing each side of the argument, write an essay explaining your position, using facts 

from the article to support your position. 


